
LCHS Spanish II, III & IV Live Red Home Day 6-10 

Contact e-mail: michele.venable@livingston.kyschools.us 

YOU WILL RECEIVE A “0” FOR ANY ASSIGNMENT NOT COMPLETED  Submit the 

following assignments including the web addresses for Live Red Home Days 6-10 to me at the above 

e-mail address 

Day 6 If you can use a computer, (Spanish II) find ESPN in Spanish and send a broadcast of a  

            soccer game in Spanish, preferably one of the teams playing being Spain or another  

            Hispanic country.  List 10 Spanish words you hear that you know.  If you can understand  

            what they are talking about, write that down in English.  (Spanish III & IV) Write down    

            10 words(Sp.III - combination of Present, Preterite, Imperfect//Sp.IV – all tenses  

            Present to Conditional).  If you understand what they are talking about, write that down  

            in English.  In an e-mail, send me the ESPN broadcast and your list of 10 words.  If you  

            are not able to use a computer at home or elsewhere, try to find a radio station that  

            broadcasts in Spanish.  (I know I have heard them from time to time.) Write down the  

            name of the radio broadcast, then list10 words you hear in Spanish.  If no luck there, find   

            ESPN in Spanish on your television.  Still no luck, find a program on TV that  focuses on  

            a Hispanic family. Write down the name of the program, the real names of the Hispanic  

            actors and actresses and any Spanish words you might here.  Also tell me about the  

            episode you are watching.  Turn in to me upon return to school.   

Day 7  If you can use a computer, (Spanish II) go to Google, pick a Hispanic country, go into  

 that country and find a news broadcast.  List 10 Spanish words you hear that you know.   

 If you can understand what they are talking about, write that down in English as well. 

            Spanish III Write down 10 words(combination of Present, Preterite, Imperfect//  

            Sp.IV – all tenses Present to Conditional write down the words that you know.  If you  

            understand what they are talking about, write that down in English.In an e-mail, send all  

            the necessary information.  If you are not able to use a computer at home or elsewhere,  

            same assignment(last one) as Day 6, new and different episode and turn in when you  

            return to school. 

Day 8  If you can use a computer, (Spanish II), use Google and go into any Hispanic country  

 and find a vocalist(singer) who sings in any genre that appeals to you.  Write down 10 

 words in Spanish that you know from a song you like.  In an e-mail, send me the address 

 and your list of 10 Spanish words, the name of the vocalist and the name of the song.  

 (Spanish III I Spanish IV) Same assignment, same information in your e-mail.  Sp. III    

            Your 10 words will be in the Present, Preterite and Imperfect//Sp.IV – Your 10  

            words will be in all tenses Present to Conditional.  If you are not able to use a  

            computer at home or elsewhere, same assignment as Day 7, different episode.  

Day 9  If you can use a computer, (Spanish II), use Google and go into any Hispanic country 

 and find a program in Spanish that you like.  Could be a Telenovela(soap opera),  

 entertainment show, talk show, etc.  List 10 words you know in Spanish. Sp. III Same   

             assignment with Present, Preterite, Imperfect//Sp.IV – all tenses as above same information  

             in your e-mail. 

Day 10 If you  can use a computer, (Spanish II), go to You Tube and hunt for Hispanic 

 vocalists(singers), pick a song that you like, any genre, list 10 words you know in  

 Spanish.  Put all the necessary information in an e-mail along with the song itself. 

 Sp. III Same assignment with Present, Preterite, Imperfect//Sp.IV – all tenses as above 

             same information in your e-mail. 
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